A methodology for specifying and proving assertions about time in higher-level language programs is described. The approach develops three ideas: the distinction between, and treatment of, both real time and computer times; the use of upper and lower bounds on the execution times of program elements; and a simple extension of Hoare logic to include the e ects of the passage of real time. Schemas and examples of timing bounds and assertions are presented for a variety of di erent statement types and programs, such as conventional sequential programs, including loops, time-related statements such as delay, concurrent programs with synchronization, and software in the presence of interrupts. Examples of assertions that are proven include deadlines, timing invariants for periodic processes, and the speci cation of time-based events such as those needed for the recognition of single and double clicks from a mouse button.
Introduction
Real-time systems and many other computer applications must meet speci cations and perform tasks that satisfy timing as well as logical criteria for correctness. Examples of timing properties and constraints include deadlines, the periodic execution of processes, and external event recognition based on time of occurrence (e.g., 9, 18] ).
We present a scheme for reasoning with and about time and for specifying timing properties in concurrent programs. The objectives are to predict the tim-Sec. 16 .1 Introduction 375 ing behavior of higher-level language programs and to prove that they meet their timing constraints, through the direct analysis of program statements. Timing is deterministic, not stochastic, so that our results are applicable to \hard" real-time systems.
There is a clear distinction|one that is not always recognized|between timing predictability on the one hand and speed or e ciency on the other. Both are important, but our work is concerned primarily with predictability. Higher-level languages are being considered and used more frequently for constructing concurrent real-time software, for all of the standard reasons|they o er facilities for structuring data and control and for modularization; programs are easier to design and code; the results are easier to understand and maintain; and software is more portable. What is missing is the ability to predict the timing behavior of these programs and methods to reason about time within programs.
Two major ideas are developed. The rst is that upper and lower bounds on execution times for statements can be derived, based on given bounds for primitive statements and elements in the language and underlying system. Schemas for obtaining bounds are presented for conventional sequential statements, including loops, for timing-related statements that refer to imperfect computer clocks, and for synchronization and communications operations with timeouts. The second idea is to extend Hoare logic to include the e ects of updating real time (as de ned by an ideal global clock) after each statement execution. Many examples are used to illustrate the techniques. The main contributions are the development and synthesis of these two ideas, and the demonstrations of program assertions and invariants involving time.
Several works are related to or have in uenced our research. A methodology that has some similarities with ours was proposed by Haase 10] . His methods assume a concurrent programming language based on guarded commands, running on a non-von Neumann architecture; a deterministic execution time is given for each simple statement, but execution times for conditional elements and iterations need not be de ned. Dijkstra's weakest preconditions are employed for making and proving assertions. In our work, we assume a range of conventional machine architectures and develop time bounds to re ect execution of control (conditional, iteration), as well as data transforming operations. Also unlike Haase, we distinguish between computer time and real time, and analyze the timing behavior of timing-related statements and communications operations. Haase introduces real time as a ( ctitious) variable in his program space that is updated to re ect exact execution times; we use the same idea initially and then derive running bounds for real time. We have also been in uenced by Jahanian and Mok, who argue that the notion of a real-time or clock variable cannot be realized correctly because of concurrency problems 13], and by a presentation given by Pnueli, who argues that clock variables are indeed feasible 20] .
There does not seem to be any literature on how to derive execution time for statements in higher-level programming languages. (At the machine language level, one can use Knuth's techniques for conventional sequential programs 15].) An interesting attempt at designing a language with deterministic timing predictability is the ESTEREL project 4]; in ESTEREL, instructions take zero time except for those that deal explicitly with time and external events. Other than ESTEREL, it appears that predictability has not received much attention. In fact, part of the motivation for our research has been the lack of predictability in languages and systems proposed or used for real-time applications|Ada, of course, being the most outstanding example 8].
The next section presents the basis and elements of our techniques for dealing with time. Sections 16.3, 16.4, and 16.5 then show how timing bounds and assertions can be produced for a variety of di erent statement types and programs. In Section 16.6, some additional practical issues related to interrupt handling and processor sharing are introduced. The concluding section discusses some undeveloped areas and next steps.
A Simple Logic for Handling Time

Real Time and Computer Time
Our reasoning about time refers ultimately to an idealization of real time as realized by a perfect global clock. This real time is denoted by rt; it may be, for example, Greenwich Mean Time.
Computer time is the discrete approximation to real time implemented on machines by a variety of hardware and software methods. At the hardware level, there may be xed-interval or programmable-interval timers that produce \tick" interrupts, or absolute timers that periodically update a software-accessible counter 24] . A software clock would typically use the tick interrupts or the value of an absolute-time counter to generate a computer time.
Many versions of computer time can co-exist in a system. We will assume that each version is approximately synchronized with perfect real time as follows. If ct represents a computer time, then ct = rt + where j j " and " is determined by the accuracy of the hardware clock, tick interval, synchronization interval, and synchronization method (e.g., 17]). (This relation does not include the access time to obtain or compute ct.) It has been assumed implicitly that our abstract real time rt is represented by a real number and that each ct is a computer approximation to a real number. ct is normally a more complex data structure, with separate components designating, for example, the year, month, day, hour, minutes, and seconds. Updating a clock, computing with time as a variable, or even reading a computer clock can therefore consume a signi cant amount of time. These e ects are considered in Section 16.4.
Initial Architectural Assumptions
A broad spectrum of hardware architectures is possible. There may be many processors with private or shared memory; these could communicate through a shared memory, directly over a bus, through a general communications network, or some combination of these. Programmed processes or tasks are considered static, with no dynamic creation at run time except perhaps during an initialization period.
We assume that each software process has its own dedicated processor, i.e., no timesharing of machines. This includes processes responsible for input and output. Similarly, each clock computes its version of time on a dedicated processor. While we will relax these assumptions later, they permit a simple basis for the treatment of time. Also, the one-to-one association between processes and processors is a feasible allocation scheme for systems where performance and timing predictability are critical, especially in an era of reduced hardware costs (e.g., 11]).
Thus, software interference from an operating system for such functions as dispatching, interrupt handling, and input-output will not occur. The e ects of hardware sharing, for example, due to common memory or to bus contention, are factored into the execution times of program statements.
Execution Times for Statements
The aim is to analyze directly higher-level language programs. We assume a modern Algol-like language, augmented by functions for handling computer time, process synchronization and communication, input-output with the real-time external world, and standard input-output. A program consists textually of one or more statements, plus some declarative text.
A particular execution of a statement S will be delimited by two events: a start event and an end event. (Events are just points in time and consume no time.) Let t(S) be the real time between these two events. Ideally, one would like to know the execution time t(S) for every execution of every statement S in a given program. Unfortunately, there is no way to determine t(S) a priori in general. The value depends on the context of S, the data of the program, the compiler, the run-time system, the target machine, and possibly other things.
However, it is possible to obtain bounds for t(S). Let T(S) = t min (S); t max (S)] where t min (S) t(S) t max (S) for all executions of S in a given program. In the worst case, T(S) = 0; 1]; but one can almost always do better than this.
Much of this chapter is concerned with methods for nding tight bounds in T(S) for various types of statements S. It should be emphasized that, like t(S), T(S) is also in general dependent upon the particular language, context, compiler, run-time system, and target machine.
Generally, T(S) will be provided for elementary statements, expressions, and control structures S, and T is then derived or computed for more elaborate constructs. A simple example is the sequential composition of two statements S = S 1 ; S 2 , yielding the bounds T(S) = T(S 1 ) + T(S 2 ) where we de ne a; b] + c; d] = a + c; b + d]. This assumes that the end event of S 1 occurs simultaneously with the start event of S 2 . It is also conceivable that sequential control might consume time in a particular realization of a programming language. Including sequencing overhead, we obtain T(S) = T(S 1 ) + T(S 2 ) + T(; ) where T(; ) is the time for sequencing S 1 and S 2 . We will use the rst interpretation throughout the chapter (i.e., T(; ) = 0; 0]).
Similarly, consider a system with two concurrent processes and associated programs S 1 where T(then=else) are the control ow times within S, e.g., the time to transfer around S 2 (assuming execution of S 1 ) or the time to transfer to (or not transfer to) S 2 after testing B. Then T(S) may be simply The interpretation is: if P is true before the execution of S and S is executed, then Q will be true after S (assuming that S terminates). With perfect knowledge of timing, we would augment the above form to: fPg < S; rt := rt + t(S) > fQg 379 where P and Q could now include relations involving real time (rt) before and after execution of S, i.e., at the start and end events, respectively, of S, and the brackets (<>) indicate that the execution of S and incrementing of rt occur at the same time. (It is assumed that the statement incrementing rt takes zero time.) The axiom of assignment can then be used in P and Q for assertions about rt. For example, if P = P(rt; : : :), then one can assert either fP(rt; : : :)g S fP(rt ? t(S); : : :)g or fP(rt + t(S); : : :)g S fP(rt; : : :)g:
Our approximation to this unrealizable ideal is the rule: fPg < S; RT := RT + T(S) > fQg where RT is a pair rt min ; rt max ] such that at any time, the perfect real time rt is in the interval de ned by rt min and rt max . P and Q may now include assertions about the elements of RT. Finally, to avoid naming con icts on RT when statements are composed, we introduce a local real-time variable RT 0 for each statement and use Bounded intervals, such as RT and T(S), will also be treated as sets of numbers. The notation t in RT or t in T(S) will be used to indicate that t is in the range de ned by the bounds. Bounded intervals will be denoted by uppercase names.
Examples:
The extended logic can express conveniently basic timing properties and constraints. Examples in later sections provide detailed reasonings and proofs for particular program instances. where c denotes a constant, F name is a function identi er, and is a basic binary operator.
A separate analysis of the system, for example, of the compiler and target machine, is done to produce execution times T(S) for primitive entities S as follows:
retrieve the value of a variable or constant x. This may just be the time to load a register. A procedure call has the time property T(P name(e 1 ; : : :; e n )) = T(call=return) + n T(par) + T(P body) where P body is the program text of the procedure. If a parameter e i is a general expression, then it is necessary to add a corresponding term T(e i ).
These schemes, of course, do not take into account various compiler optimizations that might occur. For example, in the procedure call P1((i + j) mod k; ( i + j) mod k) a smart compiler might choose to evaluate the common expression only once rather than twice, giving execution time bounds T(call=return) + 2 T(par) + T((i + j)modk) + T(P1 body) assuming that both parameters are \value" parameters.
Expression evaluation is handled similarly:
The sequential composition of statements yields execution times as discussed earlier in Section 16.2.4.
Target machine details, resource allocation strategies for fast registers, and possible compiler optimizations all increase the di culty of obtaining good bounds manually. However, it is anticipated that machine assistance would be available for analyzing the actual compiler-produced code, especially for the straight-line cases Even better, it may be that the value of a had previously been loaded in a register, reducing the above program to only two instructions. Of course, the other extreme can also happen; registers may contain valuable information which must be saved before executing the assignment statement, thus adding instructions.
For simple cases of straight-line code, it may be that the exact execution time t(S) is predictable. More likely are cases where only bounds will be predictable. The compiled code, for example, may have to compute addresses of variables at run time. Hardware features, such as memory contention, instruction look-ahead, and caching of results, can also account for a range of possible execution times. n : < B n > transfer on false to n + 1 < S n > n + 1 :fstart of next statementg < X > means the code for construct X. The primitive entities for these statements are the control ow objects as realized by the transfer instructions. Let the time bounds for these objects be given by T(then=else) and T(case). (We assume that all transfers have the same time bounds, so that conditional and unconditional transfers take the same time and T(then=else) = T(case)|but, in general, they may have di erent values.) Bounds for execution times are then found as follows: where a k = 2 for k < n and a k = 1 for k = n. Then T(case expr of i 1 : S 1 : : :S n end case) = min k (t k1 ); max k (t k2 )]:
Conditional and Looping Constructs
Because of the detail and tediousness of actually making the calculations, it is expected that machine aids will be available to assist in the analysis of these statements.
To illustrate the schemas and method of analysis for loops, we consider two common instances:
(a) an \in nite" loop, usually implementing a cyclic process loop S end loop (b) the classical while statement while B do S end while
The primitive loop time, designated T(loop), will just correspond to the time to unconditionally branch back to the beginning of the loop after each execution of S.
Similarly, the while statement has a basic object with execution time T(while), corresponding to either the unconditional branch back after execution of S or the conditional test and branch after evaluating B. Like the if/then/else construct, it is assumed that conditional and unconditional branches, regardless of whether or not a branch is taken, all consume the same amount of time|or at least have the same time bounds. (These times could, of course, have di erent values, but this would not change the methods of analysis, only some of the details.) For analysis purposes, an auxiliary counting variable is maintained ( ctitiously) in every loop as follows:
(a) n := 0; loop S; n := n + 1 end loop (b) n := 0; while B do S; n := n + 1 end while
The counting variable n gives the number of executions of S. The statements involving n take zero time to execute.
It is now straightforward to derive a basic timing invariant for both kinds of loops. Let RT start denote the real-time bounds at the beginning, i.e., the start event, of either loop. Then, for the in nite loop, we have the following invariant at the start event of S: (a) RT = RT start + n (T(S) + T(loop)) (n a; b] is de ned as n a; n b])
The while statement is slightly more complex, since B must be tested each time through the loop and a control decision is made whether to continue or transfer out. Taking all of this into account, we obtain the following invariant at S for the while loop: (b) RT = RT start + (n + 1) (T(B) + T(while)) + n (T(S) + T(while)) which simpli es to RT = RT start + (n + 1) T(B) + n T(S) + (2n + 1) T(while):
The same type of analysis leads to execution bounds for the while statement. If, somehow, the number n of executions of the loop is known, then T(while B do S end while) is just RT ? RT start in the invariant (b) above, giving
T(while B do S end while) = (n + 1) T(B) + n T(S) + (2n + 1) T(while):
We propose to obtain bounds for n using Hoare logic and techniques similar to those developed for proving termination of loops. Let N = n min ; n max ] and n in N. The timing bounds for the while construct are then At this point, it is worth noting that in order to be able to predict timing behavior, one simply must have bounds on such loop executions. There is at least one real-time programming language that explicitly includes limits on either the number of iterations or the execution time of each loop 14].
Examples:
1. These ideas are illustrated rst with a standard \toy" example, a program to compute an integer approximation to the square root of an integer. Conventional assertions appear as comments in braces. Most systems provide a clock abstraction in the form of software functions to read time and possibly also to set the time (e.g., 1, 7, 23] ). De ne these functions as follows: get time : returns the current value ct of computer time set time(t) : sets computer time to t (i.e., ct := t) Another basic timing facility, one that is useful for programming real-time applications, delays a process for a speci c interval of time or until time reaches some absolute value. These are de ned: int delay(t) : wait until ct = ct 0 + t; t 0, before proceeding, where ct 0 is the time of the delay statement invocation abs delay(t) : wait until ct = t before proceeding; proceed immediately if t ct For \practical" reasons, the delay statements are usually de ned more loosely to guarantee continued execution only at some future time ct ct 0 + t and ct t, respectively. We give a tighter but still practical speci cation that permits better timing predictability in the next section.
A third class of timing facility that is commonly available in concurrent systems is the timeout. These are associated with communications and synchronization constructs, and permit the speci cation of a timing limit when waiting for some event to occur. Timeouts are treated in Section 16.5.
These constructs permit the implementation of more elaborate and higherlevel statements and abstractions. One example is the calendar package of Ada, which allows the programmer to perform arithmetic on variables of type \time" in a straightforward manner, and to construct elements of type time from, and to decompose time into, its various components. The Pearl language provides mechanisms for directly scheduling processes based on time 25]. For example, tasks can be activated or resumed at a given time frequency, at a particular time, or after a speci ed time interval. A third example is the realization of di erent clocks on the same system, with di ering granularities for tick time and even variable interval ticking 21].
Timing Analysis of get time and delay
Given the execution times for standard statements in sequential programs, a straightforward analysis can be made to determine whether a program satis es some performance constraints or implicit timing constraints. However, a principal purpose of the timing-related statements is to program these constraints directly, i.e., explicitly. In order to obtain any sort of sensible predictability, it must be possible to produce tight bounds for these statements. Most languages, even so-called realtime languages such as Ada, do not provide these timing bounds. An important but reasonable question is: Does the sequence int delay(3); int delay(2); produce the same result as the single statement int delay (5) and what exactly is the result? (This particular problem is presented in 4], where it is indeed handled precisely in their interesting, but quite di erent, ESTEREL language.)
Consider rst some possible realizations of get time under our initial architectural assumptions (Section 16.2.2). Because computer time is maintained by a separate processor, its value ct will be returned either through a message-passing communication or directly if it is accessible through a shared memory. There may be some computation to put ct into a more suitable form. The function could be implemented in several di erent ways, for example, as a procedure or as an in-line macro. All of these factors must be included to yield the time bounds T(get time), which we assume are found by a combination of measurement and analysis.
If T(get time) = 0, then the value ct returned would be related to real-time rt as follows: CT = RT + E where ct in CT; rt in RT, and E = ?"; "] (" is de ned in Section 16.2.1), i.e., ct in RT + E. However, in the realistic cases, the ct value used is obtained sometime after the start event of get time and before its end event. At the end event of get time, we will therefore be able to bound ct according to the relation hit := t; fLoad hit with t.g fS 1 g while not hit interrupt do fnullg end while
To determine execution-time bounds, which also leads to a precise de nition of int delay, we rst examine the no-overhead case. The ideal, but unrealizable, semantics and time bounds would of course be:
However, since delay is implemented with some type of computer clock, we can never do better than T(int delay(t)) = max(0; t ? "); t + "]:
If t ", a simpler relation is obtained:
T(int delay(t)) = t + E:
For convenience we will assume that t ", but the results for the more general case should also be evident.
Next, consider the e ects of various overheads in the implementations given in (a) and (b) above. We will show that in each case, one can derive useful execution time bounds for the overhead, T oh , that are independent of the parameter t. The nal result is T(int delay(t)) = t + E + T oh ( for t "):
For the code in (a), a lower bound of T oh is the sum of the lower bounds of T(x < Wakeup Time) and T(while), where x is a simple variable or constant. This corresponds to the case where ct has changed to ct Wakeup Time just prior to the retrieval of ct in get time. Analogously, if ct has changed to ct Wakeup Time just after ct was retrieved in the get time call in the test, we can trace this worst-case scenario to obtain an upper bound of T oh equal to twice the sum of the upper bounds of T(get time < Wakeup Time) and T(while) plus the upper bound of T(while). A competitor for the upper bound may be the case for small t, when get time+t would fail the test even before the execution of S 1 has terminated; here the upper bound for T oh is the sum of the upper bounds of T(S 1 ); T(get time < Wakeup Time), and T(while). The nal upper bound for T oh is the larger of these two possibilities.
The code in (b) admits to a much simpler analysis. The entire while loop would realistically be coded as a single instruction \branch to self." The while loop of (a) would most likely be optimized to eliminate the unconditional transfer at the end of the loop, also. The overhead bounds are T oh = t min (inter); t max (inter) + max(t max (S 1 ); t max (while))] where t min (inter); t max (inter)] are the execution bounds for handling the timer interrupt. The handling may be a simple transfer instruction. A \branch to self" is assumed for realizing the while loop. The upper bound considers two cases similar to those treated for (a).
The results of this section can now be used to compare the sequence \int delay(3); int delay(2)" with int delay(5). The sequence of two delays has the execution times and meaning:
3 + E + T oh + 2 + E + T oh = 5 + 2E + 2T oh while T(int delay(5)) = 5 + E + T oh : Thus, the two are not identical with our timing semantics. (ESTEREL produces identical results for the two in their model because they assume no overhead, instantaneous computations, and no distinction between computer time and real time.)
A Program Proof including Time
A commonmethod for programming a periodic process P is through an (apparently) simple delay loop as illustrated below. P is executed approximately every \period" units of time. The code for P could be inserted directly after the comment, or a \start" message might be sent to a separate process implementing P. This schema could also be used to build a higher-level software clock that ticks at every \period"; for example, P might then compute the time-of-day.
Informally, we wish to show that the code does indeed compute the correct time for each cycle of P provided that x is always greater than zero; i.e., the variable next always contains the start time of the next or current cycle. As indicated earlier in Example 3 of Section 16.2.4, this requirement can be formalized as a loop invariant I that is always true just after loop; I refers to an auxiliary counting variable n (Section 16. where jeps min j; jeps max j eps for some constant eps.
The problem is rst to bound rt start with respect to the real time at the beginning of the program, say rt 0 (rt 0 is the time at the start event of the rst statement). The second, more di cult and more interesting, problem is to nd EPS. The program is (supposedly) written so that timing errors don't accumulate each time through the loop; that is the reason for using int delay(next ? get time) rather than simply int delay(period). Proving the invariant con rms that this intent has been realized correctly.
Consider the rst statement of the program, including the initialization of the ctitious loop count variable. Using our logic, we add provable assertions before and after: ; a similar derivation is described later in this section. The postcondition of the rst statement thus implies that next = rt start + n period and RT = next + EPS which is our invariant I. We have also bounded rt start with respect to rt 0 .
A bound for EPS is produced by proving the invariant in the loop part of the program, again assuming that x is always appropriately greater than zero (see discussion below). We will use the alternate, but equivalent, notation rt = next + e; e in EPS, rather than RT = next + EPS, and show that e is canceled each time through the loop, but a one-time residual error is picked up (and canceled the next time through). The minimum and maximum of this residual error (due to statement times and timing errors) and the initial EPS bounds from above are the desired bounds. x ", the invariant would continue to hold. However, if x < ", the system may not work correctly since the timing errors could then accumulate without bound. This, of course, happens when the overhead and/or T(S) is too large for the period; i.e., whenever period + " < s 1 + " + e 0 0 + s, where e = del 0 or e = del 1 . We have shown how the intent of this common code fragment for controlling a periodic process in real time can be formalized and veri ed. The example also illustrates the desirability of some machine assistance to keep track of assertions, to verify details (a proof checker), and to compute time bounds.
Synchronization and Communications
The objective is to predict execution times for synchronization and communications software in concurrent systems. Statements and mechanisms that need to be analyzed include semaphores, locks, monitors, events, message passing, input-output, remote procedure call, and rendezvous. Process waiting time, i.e., the interval during which a process is logically blocked, is given explicitly for statements such as the int delay treated in the last section. However, the statements being considered here do not have explicit waiting times, making it more di cult to obtain useful time bounds.
One method is to study the speci c context within which one or more of these statements are being used, taking into account the usual overhead times and the details of other processes that interact with the one in question. As an example, consider the following standard producer-consumer system, consisting of two processes that communicate through a bounded bu er and use semaphores for synchronization (e.g. Initially, the semaphore empty = n, the number of bu ers, and full = 0. Let us nd T(P(empty)) = t emin ; t emax ]. Assuming that a successful P operation has the pre-determined bounds T(P success ) = tp min ; tp max ], then t emin = tp min :t emax is derived by noting that in the worst case, the producer must wait at P(empty) for an entire cycle of the consumer, starting at Consume Record, before the V (empty) occurs to wake it up. This yields an upper bound t emax equal to the upper bound of the expression:
T(P fail ) + T(Consume Record) + tp max + T(Empty Buffer) + T(V wakeup) where T(P fail ) is the predetermined bounds for a P operation that fails (i.e., the time up to the blocking of the process), tp max corresponds to the successful P(full), and T(V wakeup ) is the time for a V operation that also wakes up a blocked process. A similar analysis can be made for T(P(full)). Of course, there are many cases of interest where this approach is not practical.
Timeouts
A second method that is guaranteed, in principle, to yield bounds employs timeouts. Associated with each invocation of a synchronization or communication operation is a time, say t. If the process is not unblocked by t, then a \timeout" occurs, the operation is completed with an appropriate indication, and the process continues. Alternatively, the timeout parameter could be an interval rather than an absolute time. Timeouts are often used as indicators of various kinds of system failures, such as a hardware error, software mistake, or a deadlock. They are also convenient for programming timing constraints, as illustrated below. One commercial example is the VAXElan Toolkit 23], which provides timeouts for waiting on any input-output devices, semaphores, events, or message ports.
Timeouts in operations may be implemented with the same basic clock mechanisms as are used for int delay. That is, a hardware interval timer or absolute timer could be directly employed, or the get time function could be invoked in a busy wait loop. In either case, the implementation details are more complex since the timeout must be coordinated with the primary object or resource that is being requested (message, semaphore, event,: : :).
Examples:
De ne a semaphore P operation with timeout as follows: P(S; t) : Wait until either S > 0 or time = t, whichever happens rst. If S > 0, then S := S ? 1 and return true.
Otherwise, return false.
fThe operation is assumed to be atomic.g T(P(S; t)) must be some function of both the parameter t and the time of the start event for P(S; t) for a particular call of the statement. The lower bound component is almost certainly always tp min . (A possible exception is mentioned below.) The upper bound represents the worst-case time when a timeout occurs. Two cases are possible: an \immediate" timeout because t is too small or a later timeout.
In the rst case, t < t 0 for some computer time t 0 that is the rst one compared against t. Execution bounds here are the times for entering P, making the tests against S and t, and returning. (If the lower bound is smaller than tp min , then this also becomes the lower bound for T(P (S; t) .)
The failure for the second case occurs at some computer time ct = rt + ; in E, such that ct = t + e 1 , where e 1 accounts for any missed ticks of ct due to overhead. Therefore, the timeout occurs at real time ct ? = t + e 1 ? . Adding in a term e 2 for the time to clean up and return after the timeout, we obtain a nal event time rt f = t + e 1 ? + e 2 . The upper bound is the maximum of rt f less the time of the start event of P(S; t). The maximum of rt f is t + " + e max , where e max is the sum of the maximums of e 1 and e 2 .
One purpose for working out the details in this example is to note that bounds should be derivable for each element in these timing expressions, e.g., e 1 or e 2 .
Communications with Timeouts and Time Stamps
Consider a synchronous communications mechanism for handling a simple form of events. An event is posted or sent with a send primitive and is obtained or received with a receive operation. Both the sender and receiver are blocked on their respective primitives until either a rendezvous or a timeout occurs. Events are time stamped in the loose sense that the rendezvous time is also returned at the completion of the operations.
The receive function will be used and de ned in the following manner:
ev := receive(event name; t)
where event name is an input identifying the type of event, t is an absolute time used as the timeout, and the returned value ev is a pair ev:name and ev:time. If a timeout occurs, ev:name = timeout and ev:time is nominally equal to t. Otherwise, ev:name = event name and ev:time gives the time stamp value, ts say, ts < t. ts is some computer time computed sometime between the start and end events of the receive. One could also specify a sender process, a port, or a channel as part of the input of receive, but this is not necessary for our timing analysis purposes.
(Aside: In the last section, our de nition of P(S; t) permitted a true return, i.e., no timeout, if time = t; here, for variety, we assume that ts < t on an event.) In this section, we will analyze receive and a non-trivial example that uses timeouts and time stamps. The send operation will not be examined or de ned in any detail, since we will need it only in a peripheral way.
First consider the no-timeout case for receive, when ev:time = ts < t; ts is the rendezvous time obtained by invoking, say, get time, in the receive. The real time corresponding to ts is ts+ for some in E. Let T roh be the bounds for the software overheads in receive. Then at the end event of ev := receive(event name; t), the real time is rt = ts + + e, where e in T roh .
When the timeout event occurs, computer time ct t. Two possibilities arise, similar to those treated in the P(S; t) analysis (Section 16.5.1). If the timeout value t was too small initially, for example, if it was less than computer time at the start event of receive, then the real time at the end event of receive is rt start + e; e in T roh , where rt start is the real time at the start event of the receive. The secondcase timeout occurs at computer time ct = t+e 1 , where e 1 accounts for any missed ticks of ct due to overhead. Real time at the timeout is therefore t + e 1 + ; in E. 396 Finally, real time at the end event of the receive can be expressed as T + + e; e in T roh , where we have included e 1 in e as well as the other overheads.
The examples to be analyzed are programs to recognize single and double clicks from a button on a mouse input device (e.g., 6]). A user clicks the button by depressing it (D for button down) and then letting it go (U for button up). If the time between the D and U events is less than some given interval t sc , a single-click event is de ned. A double-click event is two single clicks separated by an interval less than a given t dc ; more speci cally, t D2 ? t U1 < t dc , where t D2 is the time of the second click's down event and t U1 is the time of the rst click's up event.
A recognizer for single clicks might be the following program: When up:name = timeout, the situation is slightly more complex because there is the possibility that the interval tsc is smaller than the execution time overhead between the down and up clicks. Provided that tsc is large enough, the rst implication on the timeout assertion holds and we also have rt up = t1 + 1 + e; 1 in E; e in T roh : Using the same expressions for rt down and t1 as before, we get rt up ? rt down = t1 + 1 + e ? (t1 ? tsc + 2 ) = tsc + 1 ? 2 + e; 1 ; 2 in E; e in T roh = tsc + err 2 where err 2 in 2E + T roh .
If tsc is too small, the program will always timeout, indicating that the system is not fast enough to recognize a single click. To be safe, tsc should certainly be larger than the maximum of T(S2) + 2T roh + 2E.
A recognizer for a double click employs similar ideas:
fRecognize a double click.g Similarly, assertions of correctness can be made and proven at the timeout points and at the single-click event. We can then add in the overhead and timing error terms to obtain the real-time properties, using the same approach as for the single clicker.
Interrupt Handling and Processor Sharing
Our assumption of dedicated processors (Section 16.2.2) applies to some contemporary systems; it can be expected to hold more often for future applications where timing predictability and simplicity are more important than potential cost savings through resource sharing. Still, there are now, and will continue to be, many systems that must deal with processor sharing problems. Typically, a processor may be shared between a user process and a clock process, between a user process and one or more input-output processes, among several user processes, and combinations of these. An operating system is also required in order to regulate the multiplexing among processes. Timer and input-output driver processes are usually driven by or closely connected to hardware interrupts; the code for handling an interrupt often implements the software part of one of these processes. In this section, we show how the timing behavior for some of the above sharing can be predicted. It is worth noting that the techniques for computing T(S) and the timing logic presented in the previous sections can be used without change for those parts of a system that are not interruptible, i.e., where interrupts are masked o . Thus, for example, our methods can be employed to analyze the kernel and many higher-level components of an operating system that are global critical sections and uninterruptible. Similarly, our techniques apply to segments of applications processes that are run in a no-interrupt mode because of shared data possibilities or the need for predictable performance.
When interrupts are permitted and both interrupt handling times and frequencies can be bounded, the e ects of processor sharing between a user process and one or more interrupt handlers can be included in a timing analysis. The interrupt handler for a clock interrupt, a \tick," might just update a variable representing time; the driver handler for an input-output device might update some state variables, transfer data to or from a bu er, and initiate another operation.
Suppose that an interrupt handler IH can be characterized by the following parameters: Note that our results for T 0 (S) should be adjusted upward so that t 0 max (S) = t max (S) + k t max (IH), for some integer k, to eliminate \fractional" handling of the last interrupt; a similar downward adjustment should be made for t 0 min (S). The level of granularity at which these results should be applied depends on F; clearly, one wishes to avoid a buildup of rounding-up and rounding-down errors, that would make the nal bounds meaningless. Assuming that interrupt handlers are non-interruptible, the e ects of more than one handler can also be incorporated using the same ideas.
The interrupt-handling results can also be employed for the analysis of more elaborate instances of processor sharing. One example is the class of slice-based software architectures in common use in hard real-time systems 3]. Processes are broken into non-preemptible units called slices; these are scheduled by a cycle executive, driven by a timer, that consults a scheduling table at each clock tick 21]. Each slice can be analyzed for execution times a priori, given also some frequency and bounds information on the clock and the input-output interrupt handlers. Slices can be interrupted but not preempted|the slice continues after a handler completes. The cyclic executive itself is a non-preemptible process whose timing behavior can also be obtained. An extreme but practical example of a slicebased system is one where each cycle of a periodic process is non-preemptible and thus constitutes a slice (e.g., 2]).
Timing predictability seems impractical when a process can be preempted at arbitrary points in its code. If processes that are sharing a processor use timerelated functions such as int delay, their execution times also appear to be unpredictable in general; for example, if two processes are waiting on an int delay and are \scheduled" to wake up at the same time, then it is not evident how to associate practical time bounds with each process's delay. More study is needed to de ne particular useful cases that can (or cannot) be analyzed.
Discussion
The methodology for specifying, predicting, and proving assertions about time is new and promising, but still incomplete and untested in practice. The major outstanding issue is whether or not useful best-and worst-case execution time bounds can be found for statements in contemporary higher-level languages and their underlying systems.
The obvious next step is to perform some experiments with programs in a suitable implemented language/system. The aim would be to determine whether some combination of measurements and analysis of the language, compiler, runtime system, and target architecture will yield good deterministic bounds and also con rm our de nitions of the basic timing elements. In order to compute bounds on structured statements in general and to compute times for statements in particular programs, it would be desirable to build some automatic tools to help in the analysis, for example, tools that are realizations of our algorithms for various statement schemas (e.g., Section 16.3.2). Software for doing interval arithmetic is available (e.g., 16]) and should be a part of these tools.
Structured timing schemas for the components of higher-level languages, such as the schemas proposed in the chapter, correspond well with the philosophy and straightforward code generation of some modern compilers 26]. These seek to improve correctness, understanding, and maintainability by using simple parsing and predictable code generation.
A di cult problem is the determination of tight timing information on instructions and code sequences for contemporary computers; pipelining, caching, and a host of other performance-enhancing features seem to hinder timing predictability. By selecting appropriate granularities for the higher-level language elements, we hope that these and other hardware issues, such as exactly how and where to incorporate worst-case e ects of memory and bus contention, can be handled practically. This work may also result in a clearer understanding and de nition of those machine architectures and hardware features that permit timing predictability (perhaps in a manner similar to that reported in 27], where some microprocessor architectures are evaluated based on their suitability for compiler code generation).
There is also a need to analyze other types of statements, including standard input-output instructions, other forms of synchronization and communications operations, and guarded commands in conditional and iterative statements. Finding and proving the \right" kinds of assertions has been somewhat di cult; further experiences in reasoning with and about time should simplify this problem. Tim-ing assertions and the associated proofs seem to be relatively simple, leading to optimism about the viability of our approach.
The main results and contributions of this work are the techniques that, in principle, permit the prediction of the timing as well as the logical behavior of programs. We believe that all of the following are novel: the idea and methods for computing time bounds, the ability to deal directly with both real time and computer times, the extension and application of Hoare logic for reasoning about time, and the illustration of speci c assertions involving time for common problems.
16.A Predicting Program Execution Times
16.A.1 Introduction
Since the original paper was published, much work has been done by us and others in further developing and testing these and similar ideas. Most of this following research has concentrated on re ning and extending the schema approach to predicting execution times and on validity predictions by experiments. This research is summarized for the most part in 11]. Related recent work on execution time prediction include 2{4, 8, 13].
16.A.2 Validation Experiments
Several software tools were constructed and a variety of experiments carried out in order to determine the practicality of the idea to use source-program-level schema as the basis for deterministic timing prediction 5{7]. The experiments were done with programs in the C language, using the GNU C compiler running on a Motorola 68010-based SUN2. The tools accept a C program and produce a time bound for the best-and worst-case execution times of the program. Validation is accomplished by comparing predictions with measurements. Hardware interferences such as clock interrupts and dynamic RAM memory refresh are explicitly taken into account.
The rst sets of tools and experiments used a static analysis of program paths, as implied by the timing formulas obtained from the source language statement schema. User input in the form of best-and worst-case iteration counts was required for each loop. Two granularities were tried as the basic atomic unit or block for schema decomposition|a small atomic block corresponding to the terminal symbols of the source language (variables, constants, operators, : : :) as proposed in our original paper, and a large atomic block corresponding approximately to expressions and control constructs. For the suite of relatively small C programs (the largest was 160 lines of C code) that were analyzed and measured, the results were very good. All timing estimates were \safe," i.e., within their actual best-and worst-case run times, and most bounds were reasonably tight, i.e., close to realizable run times. As expected, better results were obtained with the larger atomic block. When bounds were loose, it was apparent that the cause was the interrelationship among di erent program parts and within nested loops, which could not be handled by a purely static analysis technique.
A method for specifying dynamic execution paths through a program, but still using the statement schema for prediction, was then developed by Park; this restricted the set of execution paths and eliminated many infeasible paths that had contributed incorrectly to best-and worst-case predictions. Dynamic paths are described in a user language whose underlying basis is an extension of regular expressions, including negation and intersection. The correctness of user speci cations can be established by assertional program proving techniques. Software tools were built to test the method with C programs. The approach worked extremely well, producing safe and very tight bounds on all the programs that were tested.
16.A.3 Parallel Program Prediction
The timing schema notion was applied to a variety of common parallel program constructs involving fork/joins for spawning and synchronizing the termination of processes; shared variable interactions through critical sections and general semaphores; distributed message passing; and remote procedure calls 10]. Hypothetical implementations were given to demonstrate the potential reasonableness and applicability of the schema. Some initial experiments were made on a shared memory multiprocessor (20-processor Sequent) 1]. The simplest process structures were used, where no process interactions occur except to synchronize the initiation and termination of processes. As above, predictions produced by the schema approach were compared with measured execution times. Predictions were safe and reasonably tight, despite the complexities of the underlying computer system.
16.A.4 Conclusion
We have demonstrated that the schema approach works well for relatively small sequential programs. An obvious need is to determine whether the methodology \scales" well to larger software. Much additional work is also required on deterministic timing prediction for parallel systems, and for input-output commands; underlying hardware complexities and variations make the search for generality particularly di cult. We have also applied and extended some of the prediction ideas (not the schema) into the area of executable languages for requirement and design speci cations 9, 12].
